SAMPLE PUZZLE PACK
by Andrew Stuart

Try before you buy!

only at secure.sudokuwiki.org/ACSPuzzles.asp
About my Puzzle Packs
by Andrew Stuart

Not sure what you are expecting when you purchase one of my puzzle packs? That is the purpose of this document. I have picked some fresh examples of puzzles that you would see in all my packs and you can try these puzzles to see if you like them. I have picked a gentle and a tough or diabolical puzzle for most of them.

My packs are designed for printing - so I recommend you try and print them and see how they look.

Please feel free to send this sample document to anyone you care to.

All the puzzles in my packs have been very well tested in hundreds of newspapers and magazines throughout the world and from feedback on my site and other web sites. I have been evolving a very special creation and grading system since 2005 and these packs represent the best Sudoku and Sudoku variants you can find anywhere.

I absolutely guarantee a unique solution for all my puzzles. But there is something else about my puzzles that I believe is very important. They can all be solved logically – no guessing required, although on the harder puzzles the strategy might be obscure to say the least. Very few publishers include in their grading a test of the logical strategies required. If you get stuck on one of my puzzles or don’t believe there is a strategy, I currently maintain three step-by-step solvers (for Sudoku, Sudoku X and Jigsaw Sudoku). These start on my website:

http://www.sudokuwiki.org/sudoku.htm

My site also has some good documentation on the many strategies I and many other people have discovered. You can also find a great deal of discussion on Sudoku strategies on the Internet, especially in forums.

Most packs have a choice of a single grade from easy to Extreme. If you are not sure which grade is suitable for you try the Mixed Packs. With the easy puzzles you should be able to solve by just looking at the clues and your solutions as you go along. From Tough onwards you will want to start making notes in the cells where possibles or ‘candidates’ go. This will help you indemnify new patterns on the board which lead to logical placements.

I hope you enjoy the puzzles in this sample pack and come back for more.

Best of luck with your solving!
Available each month:

Each month the following packs are available
Sudoku - 50 puzzles
   - Gentle, Moderate, Tough, Diabolical, Extreme and Mixed
Jigsaw Sudoku - 50 puzzles
   - Gentle, Moderate, Tough, Diabolical, Extreme and Mixed
Killer Sudoku - 50 puzzles
   - Gentle, Moderate, Tough, Diabolical, Extreme and Mixed
Samurai Sudoku - 25 puzzles
   - Gentle, Moderate, Tough, Diabolical, Extreme and Mixed
Sudoku X - 50 puzzles
   - Mixed Pack
Mini-Killer Sudoku - 100 puzzles
   - Mixed Pack
Killer Jigsaw Sudoku - 50 puzzles
   - Mixed Pack

The previous two months are also available

Purchase using PayPal at:

http://secure.sudokuwiki.org/ACSPuzzles.asp